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World Patent Marketing Success Group Presents No Nox, A New Filter
Invention That Cares For The Environment

World Patent Marketing Reviews A New Filter Invention. Will No Nox Be the Next World
Patent Marketing Low Cost Success Story?

Miami, FL (PRWEB) June 24, 2016 -- World Patent Marketing, a vertically integrated manufacturer and
engineer of patented products, announces the No Nox, a filter invention created to lessen the percentage of
Nitrogen Dioxide in the environment.

"The Carbon Dioxide Production industry is in a mature life cycle stage, generating $690 million a year,"says
Scott Cooper, CEO and Creative Director of World Patent Marketing. "Industry revenue is expected to decline
marginally in the next few years."

“Global Warming is a real issue that the world faces today,” says Jerry Shapiro, Director of Manufacturing and
World Patent Marketing Inventions. “This is due to the many pollutants that are released due to the negligent
way of life of people nowadays. Nitrogen Dioxide in particular is very dangerous and we must make an effort
to lessen its presence in the environment. And with the filter invention called the No Nox, this is now possible.”

No Nox is a filter invention which is specially conceptualized to lessen the release of Nitrogen Dioxide while
handling gasoline or petroleum by being able to recover raw fuel fumes. Made of quality materials and a smart
design, this invention comprises of a several units, a vent pipe and a two-way shut off valve. The first unit
serves as a fuel storage tank while the second unit refers to a fuel-carrying tanker truck. No Nox works by being
able to close the shut off valve which eventually forms a vacuum inside the fuel storage tank. Because of this,
pressure is formed in the fuel-carrying tanker truck. When this happens, the fumes from the gas returns to the
fuel storage tank, thus allowing it to be utilized.

“I believe if this product is used globally it will close the hole in the ozone layer in less than 5 yrs,” says
inventor Randell O. “Nox is the most dangerous pollution in the world and with this filter invention, this
prevents its spread while recovering gas vapors for reuse at the same time.”

Ken Samson, an environmentalist from Portland, Oregon, has this to say about the No Nox: “The No Nox is
something that is not only practical but environmental friendly as well. It prevents gases to escape during the
process of handling gasoline and petroleum while being able to trap it and reuse it once more. And because of
this, bad gases are prevented from affecting the Ozone.”

The No Nox is a filter invention which is good for gas resources and the environment.

ABOUT WORLD PATENT MARKETING

World Patent Marketing is an innovation incubator and manufacturer of patented products for inventors and
entrepreneurs. The company is broken into eight operating divisions: Research, Patents, Prototyping,
Manufacturing, Retail, Web & Apps, Social Media and Capital Ventures.

As a leader in patent invention services, World Patent Marketing is by your side every step of the way, utilizing
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our capital and experience to protect, prepare, and manufacture your new product idea and get it out to the
market. Get a patent with World Patent Marketing and the company will send representatives to trade shows
every month in order to further advocate for its clients. It is just part of the world patent marketing cost of doing
business.

World Patent Marketing Reviews enjoy an A+ rating with the Better Business Bureau and five star ratings from
consumer review sites including: Consumer Affairs, Google, Trustpilot, Customer Lobby, Reseller Ratings,
Yelp and My3Cents.

World Patent Marketing is also a proud member of the National Association of Manufacturers, Duns and
Bradstreet, the US Chamber of Commerce, the South Florida Chamber of Commerce, the Greater Miami
Chamber of Commerce, Association for Manufacturing Excellence, and the New York Inventor Exchange.

Like the World Patent Marketing facebook page and add us on Twitter and YouTube. You may also contact us
at (888) 926-8174.
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Contact Information
Bill Flanagan
World Patent Marketing
http://Bill Flanagan
+1 6465643919

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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